Ear to the Ground

by R. Jonathan Rehg
"Ear to the Ground" is a public
forum in which Town and Country
Residents are given the opportunity to
speak out on issues that they feel are
important to t h e c o m m u n i t y's
development.
In the previous issue of Country Times

our roving reporter posed the question "What
changes could be made, if any, to improve
Town and Country as a viable community?"
The responses showed that people want more
voice in city government.
This time our reporter was again besieged
with enthusiastic as well as practical
suggestions when he asked residents whether
or not Town and Country had a traffic flow
problem and if so what could be done to
alleviate the problem.
Should major arteries running through
Town and Country be widened? Should a
shuttle bus system, which would transport
residents to and from home and work, be
devised to help lessen traffic congestion during
peak traffic hours? Would staggering business
hours eliminate rush hour traffic? What
intersections are considered an eminent
problem?
1. Tricia Rupprecht,
Summerhill La.

"Clayton Road and
Highway 141 are the
pits. I don't have an
absolute solution to the
problem, but a shuttle
service and possibly
staggering business
hours could be a good
start."

2. Alan Wheeler,
Featherstone Dr.

"I don't think widen
ing the roads would
have that much effect.
The traffic light at
Clayton and Mason
Roads is much too
long. People driving
along Mason have to

wait such a long time for the lights to change.
Maybe if they retimed traffic lights at major
intersections during the rush hour- that
would give everyone a fair chance.
"Actually, I don't think it is the people driving
to and from businesses in Town and Country
that are causing traffic problems. It's those that
are driving to school and passing through
Town and Country on their way to work. If the
city could put traffic cops out at major
intersections during rush hour I think that
would help the situation a great deal."
3. Penny Stitt and Chris Gillum, Mason
Valley subdivision
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"Maybe widening Clayton Road would help
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if the city is willing to do that, but leave Mason
Road alone because it is so beautiful to drive
along. Something should be done about
Clayton Road and Highway 141 because they
are always backed up during rush hour.
"Staggering business hours at major
shopping centers would be too complicated
but it might work at office complexes and
plants in the area."
4. V i Ro m e r i l ,
somewhere in
Town and Country

"Oh my goodness, yes,
there is a traffic
problem. The worst is
Ballas and Clayton
Roads. They. should
widen Ballas, and until
they do the city should •
post traffic cops at that intersection.
"It's been just in the last five or six years that
the traffic problem has really amplified. A
shuttle system would be marvelous."

If you have further suggestions or
ideas about the traffic issue or
another topic that you feel deserves
attention, please write to city hall in
care of the Country Times, 12225
Clayton Rd., 63131.
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The Board of Aldermen meets the second and fourth Monday of every month, beginning at 7 p.m., at the
Neuwoehner School, 12112 Clayton Rd. The Planning & Zoning Commission meets at 7:30 p.m. the
fourth Wednesday of every month at Neuwoehner School.

Ann Elizabeth Hamilton

This newsletter is published by the City o/ Town and Country, 12225 Clayton Road; Carol Rehg,
Editor. Suggestions and correspondence should be addressed to Alderman Sally Jasper.
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